Marine multichannel seismic (MCS) data, used to obtain structural reflection images of the earth's subsurface, can also be used in physical oceanography exploration. This method provides vertical and lateral resolutions of O(10-100) m, covering the existing observational gap in oceanic exploration. All MCS data used so far in physical oceanography studies have been acquired using conventional seismic instrumentation originally designed for geological exploration. This work presents the proof of concept of an alternative MCS system that is better adapted to physical oceanography and has two goals: 1) to have an environmentally lowimpact acoustic source to minimize any potential disturbance to marine life and 2) to be light and portable, thus being installed on midsize oceanographic vessels. The synthetic experiments simulate the main variables of the source, shooting, and streamer involved in the MCS technique. The proposed system utilizes a 5-s-long exponential chirp source of 208 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m with a frequency content of 20-100 Hz and a relatively short 500-m-long streamer with 100 channels. This study exemplifies through numerical simulations that the 5-s-long chirp source can reduce the peak of the pressure signal by 26 dB with respect to equivalent air gun-based sources by spreading the energy in time, greatly reducing the impact to marine life. Additionally, the proposed system could be transported and installed in midsize oceanographic vessels, opening new horizons in acoustic oceanography research.
Introduction
The main physical parameters of the ocean (temperature, salinity, pressure, and density) are traditionally measured using vertical profiles as conductivitytemperature-depth (CTD) casts or expendable bathythermographs (XBT). These instruments sample the ocean at a vertical resolution of O(0.1-1) m, which allows analysis of processes generated within the submesoscale and finescale. However, this method of exploration does not observe lateral structure at these scales because typical lateral distances between vertical casts are rarely shorter than O(10 3 ) m. This observational gap is becoming increasingly relevant as numerical models increase in resolution. Physical oceanographers demand empirical data with a lateral resolution of O(10-100) m to calibrate and validate new models and theory (e.g., Ruddick 2003; Smith and Ferrari 2009; Hua et al. 2013) .
Marine multichannel seismic reflection (MCS) data, collected and used to obtain structural images of the earth's subsurface, also display coherent reflections from within the water layer. A partial list of features observed via MCS data includes internal waves, thermohaline staircases and intrusions, density and turbidity currents, and submesoscale coherent vortices, which are key ocean mixing processes (e.g., Biescas et al. 2008; Ménesguen et al. 2009; Pinheiro et al. 2010; Biescas et al. 2010; Quentel et al. 2010; Vsemirnova et al. 2012; Holbrook et al. 2013) . Because of the signal redundancy provided by the multiple illumination of a single reflector point, MCS systems enhance coherent signals over noise, resulting in clear acoustic images of the oceanic thermohaline structure with lateral and vertical resolutions of O(1-100) m. Furthermore, inversion methods applied to acoustic images provide 2D temperature and salinity maps, which may cover the current observational gap in physical oceanography exploration Bornstein et al. 2013; Biescas et al. 2014) .
All MCS surveys carried out so far for oceanic research have used conventional seismic instrumentation (air gun sources and hydrophone streamers) and standard acquisition parameters (shot spacing, distance between channels, source power, etc.) that were conceived for geological exploration. However, oceanic targets are shallower, typically from the sea surface to 4 km deep, and their exploration does not require the same source characteristics as for geological exploration.
This work presents an alternative MCS system adapted for physical oceanography exploration using a methodology for generating synthetic MCS experiments in the ocean. The goal is to have an environmentally low-impact system with the weakest possible source in order to minimize any potential disturbance to marine life that can be installed in midsize oceanographic vessels. The proposed system is simulated using a numerical solver of the acoustic wave equation, acoustic ambient noise in the ocean, and a realistic model of the water layer. The system is based on chirp signals, which are commonly used to examine the sediments on and below the seafloor. Impulsive sources, such as air guns, emit high peak pressures in a very short time (;10 -3 s); on the contrary, chirp signals spread the source energy out over time, reducing the peak sound levels.
In section 2, the methodology used to model the synthetic MCS experiment, generating synthetic shot gathers and synthetic oceanic noise is detailed. In section 3, stack sections of two synthetic experiments are presented. The first simulation uses similar parameters to a seismic oceanography experiment carried out in the northeastern Atlantic Ocean during the geophysical oceanography (GO) survey in 2006 ). The comparison between the record sections obtained with the air gun source and acquisition parameters used in the GO experiment and the real data allows us to validate our methodology. The second simulation corresponds to the proposed portable system, which uses a 5-s-long exponential chirp wavelet of 208 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m and a relatively short 500-m-long streamer with 100 channels. In the last section, a discussion and conclusions are presented.
Methodology
The methodology used to generate the synthetic experiments consists of the following main steps: first, the shot gathers are generated using a 2D finite-difference algorithm that solves the acoustic wave equation [Eq. (3) ] within a grid that represents the oceanic properties. The grid representing the ocean corresponds to a model of properties that was obtained by inversion of real MCS data along profile GO-LR-01 of the GO experiment (Biescas et al. 2014 ) and contains sound speed values with vertical and lateral resolutions of 10 and 100 m, respectively. The sound speed model was discretized to solve the acoustic wave equation with the parameters shown in Table 1 . In our modeling approach, we did not take into account density because the contribution of this parameter to reflectivity is minor in comparison to the contribution of the sound speed ) and it does not affect the main conclusions of the work. The location of the source moves along the top of the grid in accordance to the shot spacing. For each shot gather, the acoustic wave field is recorded and saved at the position of each channel of the streamer. Once shot gathers for the whole line are generated, background oceanic noise is added to the synthetic shot gathers. The simulated noisy synthetic shot gathers are then processed using standard MCS functions to obtain the stacked section. Finally, the quality of the tested MCS system is quantified by measuring the spectral signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) in the stack section.
a. Acoustic source
Two different wavelets are used in the simulations presented in this work: (i) a Ricker wavelet of 234 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m with a frequency content within the range of 10-100 Hz, which is similar to the wavelet produced by the source used in the GO-LR-01 profile of the GO survey and is used to calibrate the synthetic simulations; and (ii) a 5-s-long exponential chirp wavelet (Flandin 2001) of 208 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m amplitude, a Gaussian taper, and a frequency content of 20-100 Hz. The Ricker and the chirp wavelets are described by the following equations:
where A 5 500 000 is the maximum amplitude of the wavelet, f 0 5 45Hz, and t 0 5 0:33 s;
where A 5 25 000 is the maximum amplitude of the wavelet, exp 
b. Synthetic shot gather generation and MCS processing
A 2D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm with high-order spatial discretization is used to solve the acoustic wave equation [Eq. (3) ] and simulate the wave propagation through the ocean,
where f s is the source function, p is the pressure, and c is the sound speed. The code includes second-order perfectly matched layers (PML) specifically designed for Seismic Oceanography simulations for the bottom and side lateral boundaries, while a free-surface condition is introduced at the top boundary by setting p 5 0 at z 5 0.
This code was previously presented and validated by Kormann et al. (2009 Kormann et al. ( , 2010 . The variables included are wavelet type, wavelet frequency content, wavelet amplitude, depth and spacing of the acoustic source; number of channels or receiver groups, distance between them, near offset and depth of the streamer; recording time; acoustic media sound speed, grid spacing, and PML layer for absorbing boundaries. Specific values used in the modeling are detailed in Table 1 . Once the shot gathers are generated by recording the data at the positions defined by channel locations along the streamer (Fig. 2a) , the synthetic noise is added to each channel and shot (Fig. 2b) ; and finally, standard MCS processing is applied, consisting of frequency filter, spherical divergence correction, normal move-out (NMO) correction with a constant velocity, and common midpoint (CMP) sort and stack (Fig. 2c) .
The chirp simulation has an additional step in which the data trace from each channel is correlated with the chirp function (from Fig. 2e to Fig. 2f ). The stack from the real data corresponding to the GO experiment ( Fig. 4a) is obtained by applying the same processing flow. Seismic UNIX (Cohen and Stockwell 2003) was used for the MCS processing.
c. Streamer and fold
Since reflection coefficients in oceanic water are O(10 24 ), the fine structure reflectivity is only weakly detected in a single channel, unless powerful sources are used (e.g., the source used in the Iberian-Atlantic Margin Survey, ;240 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m; Buffett et al. 2009 ). However, a key characteristic of MCS systems that makes them capable of detecting the oceanic fine structure is the CMP method (Yilmaz 2001) , which records echoes from the same reflection point multiple times from different angles. The SNR increase is achieved during data processing, when the recorded signals reflected from the same subsurface locations and found in the same CMP are summed (''stacked'' in seismic processing terminology). The SNR increases because the amplitudes of the reflections add coherently, unlike the background noise, which is random in nature and therefore diminished. The CMP fold is the number of signals that are summed. It is proportional to the number of channels in the streamer and inversely proportional to the shot spacing: minfold 5 num channels 3 distance between channels 2 3 distance between shots 5 streamer length 2 3 distance between shots (4) Even though the above-mentioned expression defines the minimum fold, it can be arbitrary increased by adding contiguous CMP into the same stacked trace. The advantage of increasing the fold is that the SNR increases and the drawback is that the lateral resolution decreases. The GO-LR-01 data were processed with a fold of 60 (a 2400-m-long streamer with 192 channels, 12.5-m distance between channels, and 20-m shot spacing), which provided an acceptable SNR of the stacked data (Fig. 4a) . Because one of the interests for the new MCS system is increasing its portability, a shorter streamer is proposed in this work, with 100 channels separated by 5 m between them and a 20-m shot spacing. This geometry results in a nominal CMP spacing (lateral sampling) of 2.5 m. Considering this geometry, Eq. (4) yields a fold of 12, which would be 5 times smaller than the one of the GO-LR-01 data and would result in a low SNR. To achieve an acceptable SNR, we quadruple the fold to 48 by decreasing the lateral resolution down to 10 m by stacking four neighboring CMPs together.
Reducing the spacing between shots would also increase the fold; however, the time length of the chirp wavelet limits the minimum distance between shots. Considering the 5-s chirp and a water layer of 2 km, shots should be recorded during 7.5 s. Therefore, if the vessel moves at 4.5-kt speed (2.3 m s 21 ), the minimum distance between shots should be ;17 m, which agrees with our 20-m shot spacing.
d. Noise model
To simulate scenarios that are as realistic as possible, the background noise to be added to the synthetic data is modeled following these three steps: (i) random amplitudes (absolute maximum amplitude) set independent for all channels and all shot gathers involved in the synthetic MCS experiment are generated; (ii) the random amplitude signals (white spectra) are convolved with real recorded noise in the ocean to obtain noise with realistic spectra; and (iii) spectral levels are set using the Wenz curves to obtain a medium noise level. Wenz (1962) gave a detailed analysis of the spectral characteristics of background oceanic noise from a variety of sources, including the earth's seismic activity, ship traffic, wind, waves, bubbles and spray, turbulence, and rain. The amplitude spectra of the background oceanic noise generated by the shipping intensity and the state of the sea, which mainly affect our acoustic data, were digitized from the results of Wenz (1962) in order to compare them with the generated synthetic noise (Fig. 3) . This comparison illustrates that the noise considered in the present work has a frequency content within the range of realistic noise. FIG. 2 . Shot gather of 192 channels generated (a) with the Ricker wavelet of 234 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m, (b) with synthetic noise, and (c) after applying a frequency filter. Shot gather of 100 channels generated (d) with the 5-s exponential chirp wavelet of 208 dB relative to 1 mPa 1 at 1 m, (e) with synthetic noise, and (f) after correlating the data with the source wavelet and applying a frequency filter.
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Results
Data computed for the first experiment presented were produced using parameters (source frequency content and peak-to-peak amplitude, distances between shots and receivers, number of channels, first offset and fold) similar to those used in the GO-LR-01 profile acquired in the Gulf of Cadiz (northeast Atlantic Ocean). The acoustic synthetic source consists of a Ricker wavelet of 234 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m (500 000-Pa peak signal), with a frequency content in the range of 10-100 Hz (Fig. 1) . To compare the synthetic and real data, we propagated the synthetic data through the sound speed model that was obtained by inverting the MCS data recorded along this line (Biescas et al. 2014) . In particular, the section that we used is 5 km long and images the right edge of a meddy, which is a typical structure detected in this area that consists of a warm and salty rotating lens.
A comparison between the real (Fig. 4a) and synthetic experiments (Fig. 4b) shows remarkable similarity, with both displaying the same reflectors that correspond to the oceanic fine structure. The spectra of a part of the seismic section containing mainly reflected signal (S) and mostly noise (N) are calculated for both sections and the corresponding SNR is shown in the upper-right insets of Figs. 4a and 4b. The SNR of the real data is slightly lower than the one calculated from the synthetic experiment (peak at 1.5 vs peak at 2.2), probably due to additional noise in the real experiment generated by electronic effects in the hydrophones and the oscillations of the streamer and source near the sea surface. Overall, this comparison validates our methodology for generating realistic synthetic MCS experiments in the ocean and testing the effect of the involved variables.
The second synthetic experiment (Fig. 4c) simulates data that would be collected with the portable MCS system suggested in this work (Table 1 ) and characterized by a significantly lighter and shorter streamer that could be potentially installed and operated from a midsize oceanographic vessel. The source wavelet used in this experiment is a 5-s-long exponential chirp wavelet of 208 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m (a 25 000-Pa peak signal) with a Gaussian taper, which minimizes the sidelobes of the autocorrelation function of the chirp, and a frequency content of 20-100 Hz (Fig. 1) .
The stacked section from these synthetic data (Fig. 4c ) shows the meddy fine structure well, and the SNR is equivalent to that obtained using the impulsive source's system. The Ricker source is a signal 20 times stronger in amplitude than the chirp wavelet. However, as the chirp wavelet has a 5-s duration, the level of the total energy is similar to the one emitted by the Ricker pulse, resulting in similar levels of effectiveness in oceanic exploration.
The low acoustic reflection coefficients in the ocean (;10 -4 ) create a significant trade-off between detectability and portability of the system. The system proposed was chosen from several tests that were conducted for this work. However, other combinations of parameters may give similar SNR by compensating between the different factors. Figure 5 shows two examples of unsuccessful systems, with SNR ;1. These two examples were similar to the one proposed but have (i) a lower amplitude of the 5-s chirp, 200 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m; and (ii) a smaller stack fold, 12 instead of 48; and neither example allows for detection of the meddy fine structure with a suitable SNR.
Discussion and conclusions
MCS systems with air gun sources used for solid Earth applications have shown to be suitable for deep oceanic exploration; however, these systems require expensive instrumentation and vessels. The scientific community developing ocean seismic visualization is making a joint effort to find small-and midsize multichannel seismic systems that could be used to explore the physics of the ocean (Geli et al. 2009; Carniel et al. 2012; Piété et al. 2013; Ker et al. 2015) , but the low reflectivity of the ocean (R ; 10 24 ) makes this goal challenging. In this work we propose the use of chirp wavelets emitted with a broadband sound projector source instead of classical air gun pulses.
We exemplify through numerical simulations that an oceanic thermohaline structure can be detected with similar SNR using an impulsive source of 234 dB relative to mPa 1 at 1 m (a 500 000-Pa peak signal) or equivalently a 5-s chirp source of 208 dB relative to mPa at 1 m (a 25 000-Pa peak signal). The chirp source can reduce the peak of the pressure signal 20 times by spreading the energy in FIG. 3 . Synthetic noise spectra used in this work (black and solid curve), shipping noise spectra for seven levels of intensity (Wenz 1962 ) (gray and spotted curves), and noise related to seven states of the sea, generated by the wind force (Wenz 1962 ) (gray and dashed curves).
time. There is evidence that a swept signal with lower peak amplitude may have less impact on marine animals than a higher peak impulsive signal (Weilgart 2012) . For example, considering the Ricker source, the radius of the exclusion zone for certain species (an area affected by more than 160 dB relative to 1 mPa) would be 5000 m. That means that, if these species were observed or detected with passive acoustic monitoring, closer than 5000 m to the air guns, these air guns had to be immediately shut down. Since the energy of the source decreases with the square of the distance, and since the energy is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the emitted signal, then the exclusion zone for the proposed system
thus, the mitigation distance for these species would be 20 times shorter than with the impulsive signal.
Regarding the frequency content of the source, it is known that the vertical resolution of acoustic data increases proportionally with the frequency content of the source. Consequently, a high-frequency seismic source would provide better vertical resolution. In spite of that, high-frequency sources (f . 200 Hz) tested in previous seismic oceanography (SO) surveys provided low SNR and a fine structure that was poorly detected with these sources (Geli et al. 2009; Ker et al. 2015) , even though the background noise decreases when increasing frequencies (Fig. 3) . To test frequencies higher than 100 Hz, we modeled two chirp wavelets through a synthetic medium obtained by expanding a single CTD profile to a horizontally uniform 2D sound speed model. This way, we produced a sound speed model with a vertical resolution of 1 m, which allowed us to test sources with a frequency content up to 375 Hz. Chirp wavelets were 5 s, 208 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m peak amplitude, and had a frequency content of 10-150 and 150-300 Hz (Fig. 6) . The same level of synthetic background noise was added to the shots, and the comparison between both stack sections shows clearly that SNR decreases progressively as frequency increases (Fig. 6) . Since the seismic signal is FIG. 5 . Stack sections of the synthetic data generated with (a) 200 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m 5-s exponential chirp wavelet and processed with a fold equal to 60 and (b) 208 dB relative to 1 mPa at 1 m 5-s exponential chirp wavelet and processed with a fold equal to 15. The upper-right white insets correspond to the SNR of the data within the two corresponding rectangles.
the result of the convolution between the source wavelet and the reflectivity of the media, we have calculated the spectra of the reflectivity data from a CTD (upper-right inset in Fig. 6a ) and it shows that oceanic reflectivity amplitude decreases with frequency, which supports the low SNR with high-frequency sources. The work presented by Ker et al. (2015) analyzes ocean reflectivity in terms of the frequency emitted from the source and the thickness of the thermocline to be detected, and corroborates that the signal amplitude decreases with increasing frequency regardless of the thermocline's thickness. Nevertheless, the optimal frequency content remains an open question and will strongly depend on the fine structure to be detected in each single experiment.
Problems regarding phase dispersion caused by the Doppler effect have been described in the use of marine vibrators (Dragoset 1988) . We may note that even though dips in oceanic reflectors are generally very smooth, this effect would increase by increasing the frequency bandwidth and duration of the sweep, which should be taken into account in the design of the pulse.
The system that we propose in this work compensates for a shorter streamer and relatively low chirp source amplitude with a longer time duration. It would provide thermohaline information of the full-depth water column and along lateral distances of hundreds of kilometers in the ocean, with lateral and vertical resolutions on the order of O(10) m. This proposed system could be the starting point for the development of an ocean-specific low-frequency acoustic projection system for physical oceanography.
